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COASTAL WEST SUSSEX 
 

ALL ON BOARD – WATERSPORTS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT REPORT 
 

 

Introduction 
The aim of the Watersports Development Project is to raise the profile of the coastal West Sussex area as an 
attractive watersports destination and this includes the need to consider what changes are needed to 
present the best welcome to visitors. 
 
Watersports participation and tourism are both on the rise, and coastal West Sussex is well placed to take 
steps to maximise the opportunities presented by this growth and interest.  There is however a need for 
investment to improve the current product offer, which is currently under-developed; this investment will 
improve the experience, widen the appeal and attract further visitors to the coast which will in turn increase 
the economic benefit of tourism to the region. 

How big is the opportunity? 
In 2018 the UK attracted 38 million international visitors, who added £23bn to the economy, making tourism 
one of the country’s most important industries and the third largest service export. Current forecasts predict 
the sector will deliver a 23% increase in inbound visitors by 2025. Domestic tourism is also set to increase by 
an estimated 3% per annum until 2025. In 2018, British residents took 119 million overnight trips in the UK, 
totalling 372 million nights away and spending £24bn. 
 
Sport England state that 27.6% of the total active population are active outdoors, and according to the 
Watersports Participation Survey (2018) the volume of participants has seen yet another increase – the third 
year in a row. 94% of all watersports activities in the last year have been done at the coast, and 38% of all 
activities were done in the South East and South West.  The south coast dominates participation in boating 
activity.  The most popular activities in 2018 include spending leisure time at the beach, coastal walking and 
outdoor swimming.  There is a long-term trend for growth in surf/body/paddle-boarding, canoeing and small 
sailboat activities. 
 
Outdoor sporting tourism is also on the rise. In the last five years, the market for moderately costed sports 
holidays aimed at millennials (25-35 years old) has grown by over 10%. Coastal West Sussex is close to major 
urban centres such as Brighton, Portsmouth and London where this generation lives and works.  
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People aged 25-34 took an average of 4.1 holidays in 2018.  Families with young children took an average of 
4 holidays a year – 2.2 of those in the UK.  Beach holidays continue to be the second most popular type of 
holiday, 40% took one in 2018, which was consistent with the previous year (41%). The trend for solo travel 
is also on the rise amongst 35-44 year olds with an increase of 11% compared to 2017. The opportunity to do 
what they want was cited as the main reason for travelling alone. 

Top trends in travel. 
The pursuit of real is influencing holiday choices.  Travellers seek out genuine, 
authentic tourism products – often looking for immersive experiences that 
combine fun with the opportunity to learn.  If packaged appropriately, this is 
something watersports can deliver for these travellers. Experiential activities 
have the power to significantly increase the value of holidays in coastal West 
Sussex. 
                           
Food and drink are also a big part of seeking out the authentic and a coastal 
offer provides many opportunities to discover locally sourced seafood and 
other produce whether it be casual, or something more formal.  In 2017, a 
food and drink perceptions survey indicated that 41% of international visitors agreed British cuisine was an 
attraction and 56% believed Britain is a good place to try local specialities. A pleasurable dining experience 
can become the defining memory of a trip if the senses are stimulated by al fresco dining whilst enjoying the 
views and local coastal ambience.  The shorter the distance the food has travelled will also appeal to those 
visitors with a growing interest in the environment. 
                                                                                                                                              
 
 
         
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
Travelling solo is one of the fastest growing areas of tourism, and activity operators and tourism services can 
tap into this niche. A growth in products and services will make solo travelling more enjoyable and easier. 
Solo travellers are looking for enriching opportunities for self-discovery and there is great scope for 
watersports providers to develop offers to welcome solo travellers.  
     
The rise of ‘lifestyle sports’ such as surfing and skateboarding, parkour, wake boarding, paddleboarding, 
base-jumping and kitesurfing are attracting an ever-increasing number of participants.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Experiences need to: 

 

 Provide a challenge 

 Create distinctive memories – to treasure later, but also to share 

 Be immersive 

 Be authentic to the destination 

 Food has an important role to play in visitor experiences 

Reasons given for the rise in lifestyle sports 
 

 To spend time with the family 

 To have fun with friends 

 Alternative to traditional sports 

 To enjoy the scenery/be close to nature 

 For fresh air/to enjoy the weather 

 To relax and de-stress/get away from modern life 
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VisitScotland cite a growth in sensory tourism where visitors want to connect to nature and are looking for 
personal growth and opportunities for health and fitness.  The growing recognition of environmental and 
sustainability considerations along with the desire for clean living and the link between physical and mental 
wellbeing are driving this trend. Some are seeking restorative recreation opportunities that are also 
environmentally friendly. 
 
Travellers have much more of an impulsive existence resulting in certain decisions not being taken until they 
are actually at their destination.  This is strongly driven by the fear of missing out; the fear of finding out that 
there are much more exciting options available to them when they get there. 

The coastal West Sussex watersports Offer 

 
 
Visitors can enjoy the natural beauty of the coastline with stunning views within easy reach from London.  
There are some excellent conditions for watersports, harbours and marinas, sailing schools, activity centres, 
attractive seaside towns - some undergoing a remodelling of their seafronts, a variety of different beaches – 
some long, some quiet, paddleboard and kitesurf schools, kayaking, surfing, windsurfing and also dive 
schools.  Coastal West Sussex has a richness of assets but is undervalued as a destination. The range of scale 
in how watersports is delivered across the region is marked. At the top of the range, there are watersports 
centres that offer a selection of activities and have facilities and a building from which to operate. These are: 
 

 A beachside commercial watersports centre, 2XS, in West Witterings, offering multiple sports tuition 

and equipment hire in windsurfing, surfing, paddleboarding, and kitesurfing. 

 In Chichester harbour Cobnor Activity Centre delivers sailing and paddlesports as part of a range of 

adventurous activities offered to schools during term time and visitors at weekends and holidays.  

 Inland, Chichester Watersports offers skiing, wake-boarding and an aqua park. They have facilities 

including a cafe on site.   

Travel Trends 
 The pursuit of real 
 Rise of lifestyle sports 
 Travelling solo 
 Sensory tourism 
 Impulsive Existence 
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 Further to the East, the Adur Centre operates on the River Adur and offers paddlesports, climbing 

and mountain-biking and other adventurous activities to schools during term time and visitors 

during holidays. 

     
 
All of these establishments have premises and facilities such as changing rooms, shower, toilets and 
classrooms. Looking at the broader range, watersports businesses and organisations operate in a variety of 
additional formats as follows: 
 

 Watersports kiosk – small premises near the water with facilities, offering tuition and hire 
 Concessions – often sole traders, without premises or storage facilities, operating with a license at a 

specific location – often from a van in a car park or by the side of the road. Toilets and often a 
shower can usually be located nearby 

 Mobile businesses – sometimes with premises and storage away from the water, but they will move 
depending on conditions often using branded vans 

 Sailing clubs – with premises, but not often in a position to offer the use of facilities out to non-
members or other operators 

 Dive schools – often have a dive shop, and will also partner with the local pools 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In summary, over a 42 mile stretch of coastline, there are 30 watersports businesses that are open to the 
public (not including sailing clubs). Only five of these are watersports centres. 14 operators have no fixed 
premises, half of whom would welcome the opportunity of, at the very least, some form of base that can 
also act as a storage unit from which to operate. 
The market potential and current range of operators indicate that there is room for the offer to be 
developed and scope to create conditions for businesses to flourish and for the overall watersports 
experience to be enhanced.  Some visitors will not be satisfied with meeting an operator in a car park with 
no facilities to change before or after the activity; these circumstances restrict growth. 
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Who is visiting coastal West Sussex? 
The coastal West Sussex tourism report states that the area is heavily dependent on domestic visitors (95%) 
and with a large proportion of these (62%) coming from Sussex or the neighbouring counties of Surrey and 
Hampshire, with only 6% from the London area.  Overseas visitors make up just 5% with the largest markets 
being Germany, the USA and Australia.   
 
The day trip market dominates with just over a quarter of visitors staying overnight for an average of 6.6 
nights.  The average spend on overnight visits is £214, or £60 per night, and demonstrates the importance of 
attracting more visitors to stay overnight.   
 
Visitors are very loyal to the area with two thirds being on a return visit. 8 5% of staying visitors were there 
on a holiday and, as expected, the presence of beach and water-based/seaside activities is an important 
factor in influencing visitors. Outdoor activities such as cycling or watersports were only mentioned by a 
relatively small number of visitors indicating there is work to be done to raise awareness and attract visitors.  
The area is not considered to be particularly ’vibrant’, this mostly seems to centre on some locations being 
considered ‘shabby’ or ‘dated’. 
 
Research with non-visitors from across England highlighted that they have a tendency to holiday in Devon 
(28%) and Cornwall (13%) so consideration should be given to how, given they would have a high propensity 
to visit, coastal West Sussex should position itself relative to the South West. Proximity, travel distance and 
short break options would be important factors in this respect. 
 

Research also showed that both the visitor and non- visitor have a relatively low awareness of locations 
within West Sussex and even West Sussex itself.  Only 42% of non-visitors from London could identify where 
coastal West Sussex is. This would indicate that work needs to be done to raise the profile of the area within 
the capital. How the area is branded would be important in this regard and consideration should be given to 
a more vibrant, fun and active type of destination in order to nurture new interest.  This fits well with the 
desire to develop the watersports offer. 
 
The accommodation stock is concentrated on the coast and towards the west, with over 50% of beds in and 
around Bognor Regis; a further 25% on the Manhood peninsula. These 75% are predominantly in the form of 
holiday parks, campsites and resort accommodation (Butlins).  The accommodation market is largely leisure-
driven and seasonal, characterised by strong weekend and summer demand with clear shortages of all forms 
of visitor accommodation at these times, but weaker midweek and winter demand.   
 
VisitEngland has identified a tourism-centric segmentation, with the following being a good match for the 
coastal West Sussex offer.   
 

Segment Attributes 

Fun in the 
Sun 

 Typically families looking for sunshine or summer holidays where beaches play a 
starring role. The number of holiday-makers to be catered for on a moderate 
household income means that they are likely to take fewer breaks than other 
segments (2 per year) and seek cheaper, more ‘social’ alternatives to hotel 
accommodation, such as caravans or holiday camps.  

 Top priority in choosing a holiday: good range of outdoor activities.  
 41% travelled in the summer; more ‘seasonal holidaymakers’ than other segments.  
 Typically a seaside break (86%) for at least 3 people (59%). 

Aspirational 
Family Fun 

 Typically London-based high earners with children at home, this segment regularly 
takes city breaks where they can indulge in active, family-friendly pursuits, such as 
sporting events and cultural visits. They are information hungry: avidly consuming 
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mainstream media (especially newspapers), active on social media, and actively 
browsing holiday booking websites to evaluate and book their holiday 
accommodation. 

 Top priority in choosing a holiday: good range of water-based/beach activities.  
 Attitude towards a holiday in England: makes me feel like I'm doing less harm to the 

environment 

Visitor Expectations 
A day out on the coast, or in the water, should be a great experience.   It should be easy to access, be 
enjoyable and deliver memories to treasure and share. 

 

 
 
The facilities along the coast for visitors accessing these watersports and coastal activities is, at best, 
inconsistent – sometimes there is parking, sometimes there are cafes to enjoy some local food and drink 
after an activity, sometimes you can access a club’s facilities, more often not.  Where there are showers and 
toilets they are often in need of refurbishment. Many a time, visitors might find themselves unsure about 
what there is on the ground – it’s the simple things such as where they can get changed or showered, or if 
there is a toilet.  All of this presents gaps in the visitor offer.  This uncertainty, coupled with a genuine lack of 
adequate facilities in some locations, might lead to potential visitors considering other destinations with 
more established facilities that can deliver great experiences.   
 
Beyond the watersports offer there is an ongoing need to invest in and develop new/innovative forms of 
accommodation such as glamping and environmentally friendly options to cater for a growing interest in that 
area and this will help re-position the area and appeal to prospective visitor markets.  Although beyond the 
scope of the Watersports project, improvements in access to the coast by public transport would also make 
a difference.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Check list 
 

 Parking, or ease of access by public transport 
 Changing facilities, toilets and showers 
 Good quality facilities 
 A local food offer located adjacent to watersports facilities 
 An environmentally friendly approach to new developments 
 Developments in the accommodation offer to appeal to the visitor markets and trends 
 A collaborative approach between businesses, clubs and services to provide an enhanced 

watersports welcome along the coast 
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Inspiration from elsewhere 
There is a need to build the capabilities of coastal West Sussex to provide great visitor experiences.  Not all 
destinations are the same, but it is worth looking elsewhere to provide some inspiration as steps are taken 
to develop the current offer. 

New developments 
There are developments such as the North Devon Illfracombe Watersports Centre currently under 
construction on land that is owned by the Local Authority and managed by a Community Interest Company.  
This new facility will host both community-based clubs and local watersports businesses.  A separate lease 
will be available for a commercially operated café providing a more rounded offer to the visitor. 
 
The Welsh Government’s new Tourism Attractor Destination programme has provided EU funding for Rest 
Bay Centre at Porthcawl.  This newly completed facility, opened in October 2019, is of scale but the rationale 
behind it is impressive.  It includes a café and bistro up top with a watersports centre on the lower floor, 
which will be managed by a private company that will engage various watersports organisations.  The 
building and land will be owned by the Local Authority who will offer out two leases: one for the café and 
one for the watersports management company. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Both of these options provide good solutions to allow mobile businesses or sole traders, who have a 
nomadic existence, often without the ability to provide the facilities visitors require such as showers and 
toilets.  Shared facilities keep the overheads down, and also create a more vibrant hub for visitors to 
experience. 

Re-purposing buildings or temporary structures. 
 
For those visitors who have more of an 
impulsive approach to their 
holidaymaking and decide to buy an 
experience whilst on site they would, in 
general be happier to purchase an 
experience from a kiosk or shop.   
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A solution needs to be found to support the smaller/mobile/sole-
trader businesses without premises.  One idea might be to create 
alternative storage solutions using beach huts.  Remodelled 
shipping containers are another idea suggested by a number of 
these businesses wishing to develop their offer.  Such temporary 
buildings are versatile and can act as a store, ticket kiosk, or 
changing facility.  They can be decorated to blend in with the 
surroundings and can be removed easily if required.   
 

 
It could of course be that an empty building could be developed to support a number of small businesses to 
create a watersports hub.  An example of developing a home for small businesses can be found in the 
seaside town of North Berwick – on this occasion they are more craft and food related, but the model still 
provides some useful inspiration of small businesses co-habiting and creating a vibrant community and 
experience for visitors to the town. 

Collaboration 
In smaller communities there is often a need to share facilities and resources and businesses often ‘wear 
more than one hat’.  On the west coast of Scotland visiting yachts will come ashore and use the local 
facilities.  This might be at the local marina, or more likely at a local hotel, such as the Coll Hotel, where 
showers and laundry facilities are on offer.  These facilities offer this service as they see it as a business 
opportunity – if visitors are waiting for their laundry, they are likely to have a meal of the local seafood, 
turning a utilitarian stop into a great experience.   
 
There are other examples of kayaking companies being based at a hotel, such as the Glenuig where changing 
facilities and a great menu are on offer after coming out the water.   
 

 
 
A similar approach might be adopted along the coast, where businesses work in collaboration for mutual 
benefit – it could be a café, a community facility, a sailing club or a hotel.  Furthermore, it may be that the 
Local Authorities could work in partnership with businesses to expand their offer to include the likes of coin-
operated showers, which the business maintains on behalf of the LA. 
 
The following table proposes some possibilities for where investment is needed to enhance the watersports 
experience in coastal West Sussex. The list is by no means exhaustive - there may be more to include - but it 
highlights some of the opportunities that have emerged through conversations. 

http://wiselygreen.com/12-surprising-uses-for-shipping-containers-that-will-blow-your-mind/
http://www.whynotscotland.com/
https://collhotel.com/
http://www.seakayakarisaig.co.uk/how-to-find-us/
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District Short term Enhancement Opportunities Medium Term Opportunities Long Term Opportunities 

 Low cost Medium investment Medium investment Large scale investment possibilities Large scale investment possibilities 

Adur & 
Worthing 
Districts  

Goring Greensward - 
Upgrade the toilet block 

Sea lanes Café -
upgrade the toilets. 
Provide storage 
solutions to act as a 
base 

Goring Greensward  - Convert 
the toilet block into a dual 
purpose space that provides a 
covered area for a concession 
to use as a base – instead of 
the road. 

 Sea lanes Café – Redevelopment of 
the site as a café with improved toilet 
facilities (add shower & changing 
area) and a space for concession to 
use as an office/meeting point. 

 Widewater  carpark – 
upgrade the toilet block – 
may be achieved 
alongside plans for a 
visitor centre 

Lancing Beach – allow 
storage space 
as a facilities base 

Facilitate the expansion of the 
watersports business 
operating at the kiosk on East 
Beach – to create a town 
centre watersports hub 

Shoreham Beach Green – Café & 
Watersports Centre – building with 
café on upper level and 
watersports/community space on 
the lower floor. Planning application 
underway 

Worthing/Brooklands – potential sites 
for multi-sports watersports centre. 
As the science & nature park develops 
there may be scope to provide 
storage solutions and an operating 
base for watersports on the sea 
opposite 

Arun 
District  

Bognor Regis – upgrade 
the toilets near the pier 
and investigate the 
provision of showers  

 Littlehampton Banjo Road – 
create a ‘beach centre’ facility 
to house a range of 
concessions that include 
watersports alongside food 
and drink offers 

Littlehampton – café and 
watersports centre - planning 
consent given 

 

Chichester 
District  

Bracklesham – upgrade 
the toilets at foreshore 
office 

Facilitate the 
provision of  a 
facilities base at 
Hunston for 
Chichester Canal 
watersports operator 

 Bracklesham Foreshore Office – 
renovate toilets and office with 
space for a watersports concession 

Bracklesham Foreshore – redevelop 
with new café, centre and 
toilets/showers 

 Selsey - Upgrade the 
toilets and playpark 

  Selsey – renovate toilets into a 
‘beach centre’ with focus on Marine 
ecology 

Selsey – idea for redevelopment with 
Café/toilets & venue for existing 
diving/marine centre 

Location 
needed 

    Artificial Wave garden – such as the 
Bristol Wave will create jobs and be a 
strong destination attraction for the 
area. 
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Why you should invest in facilities 
The visitor economy in coastal West Sussex already makes a significant contribution with the visitor 
expenditure worth nearly £1bn in 2015, accounting for the employment of nearly 11% (14,000 people) of 
the total workforce. Delivering even a modest 1% growth against these figures would make a difference to 
the local economy.  Close proximity to London should be acknowledged and there is scope to develop the 
offer to increase the 6% who currently visit. 
 
The tourism statistics provide insight that the majority of visitors are on day trips.  To grow the economic 
benefit of tourism there is a need to attract more visitors, and more overnight stays.  In order to do this the 
visitor offer needs to be attractive to the target segments.  The offer also needs to be ‘stickier’ – providing 
much more to do - that might tip a day trip into an overnight trip, or even a longer break.  It needs to take 
note of the trends in travel – the pursuit of the real, the increase in solo travellers, the impulse purchase and 
a much greater awareness of the environment. 
 
Visitors appreciate being able to easily understand what the experience is they are considering buying, and 
easily accessing it. Having all the facilities they might need in one location for a watersports experience 
would be beneficial – the basics of changing facilities and showers would make a big difference to the overall 
experience.  An adjacent café selling local produce might make it more memorable and authentic.  Granted 
it might be difficult to deliver all of this in all instances due to on the ground conditions/logistics/restrictions.  
There is therefore a need to look at what might be possible at key locations along the coast.  This will not be 
a case of one-size-fits all; it may be that bespoke solutions will be required at some locations.  These 
solutions could range from installing new facilities, refurbishing others, supporting smaller businesses 
through the development of shared premises, or creating the conditions to allow innovative, or collaborative 
partnerships.  Such changes will not happen overnight, and opportunities to enhance the offer should be 
prioritised into short, medium and long term. 
 
Investing in the facilities and supporting the businesses along the coast will turn the existing watersports 
product into great visitor experiences, which will in turn deliver additional economic benefit.   
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represents our professional judgement based on the information obtained from the client and elsewhere. The achievement of 
recommendations, forecasts and valuations depend on factors beyond our control. Any projections, financial or otherwise, in this 
report are only intended to illustrate particular points of argument and do not constitute forecasts of actual performance 


